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THE GENERATIVE CAPACITY OF
WORD-FORMATION
COMPONENTS

D. TerenceLangendoen,
BrooklynCollege and
CUNY GraduateCenter

Questionsof generativecapacity have arisen so far only for the
class of grammarsof naturallanguagesas a whole. However,
if a particularcomponentof a grammaris viewed as a grammar
in its own right (so that a grammaras a whole is viewed as a
system of component grammars),questions of generative capacity also arise for the classes of the various componentsof
grammars.In particular,we may ask what the weak generative
capacity of the class of word-formationcomponents of grammars of naturallanguagesis.
Clearlyit must be at least finite-state,to accommodatethe
word-formationcomponent of English, which generates such
infinite sets of words as (1).
(1) {(great)ngrandparent:n _ O}
Need it be larger?I know of no attested naturallanguagethe
word-formationcomponent of whose grammarmust be more
powerful,' but it is easy to make up languageswhose words
1

Bar-Hilleland Shamir (1960) point out that the compounding
process in English that gives rise to (i) extends to form (ii), and in
generalto form the infiniteset of words (iii).
(i) antimissilemissile 'missile designedto interceptand destroy
anothermissile'
(ii) antiantimissilemissile missile 'missile designed to intercept
and destroy an antimissilemissile in flight'
(iii) {(anti)'missile (missile)' 'missile designed to intercept and
destroy an (anti)' 'missile (missile)` 'in flight': n _ 1}
If so, and if none of the expressions of the form (iv) are well-formed
words in English, then the set of English words is not a finite-state
language.
(iv) {(anti)mmissile
(missile)': m # n}
However,I wouldarguethatthe elementsof (iv) are Englishwords.
Most native speakersof EnglishI have questionedagreewith myjudgment that (v)-(vii) are well-formedon the interpretationsindicated.
(v) antimissile'directedagainstenemy missiles'
(vi) antiantimissile'opposed to that which is directed against
enemy missiles'
(vii) antimissilemissile missile 'missile designed to interceptand
destroy an antimissilemissile in flight'
More complex elements of (iv) would be interpretedalong the same
lines.
Hence, (iii) fails to establishthat the vocabularyof Englishis not
a finite-statelanguage.
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cannot be generatedby finite-stateor even context-freewordformationcomponents.Considerfirst the hypotheticallanguage
Inglish in which agentive nouns are productivelyformedfrom
verbs by the suffixationof -er, and in which verbs are productively formed from nouns by the prefixationof en-, with the
meaning 'act like . . .'. For example, given the noun and verb

stem fish 'fish', we have the words fisher 'one who fishes',
enfish 'act like a fish', and enfisher 'act like one who fishes;
one who acts like a fish'. More generally, the result of intersecting the vocabularyof Inglishwith the regularset (2) results
in the set (3), which cannot be generatedby a finite-statewordformationcomponent.
(2) {(en)mfish(er)n:m, n ' O}
(3) {(en)mfish(er)n: m, n

0 and im - nj < 1}

Hence, the vocabulary of Inglish cannot be generated by a
finite-stateword-formationcomponent.
Next consider the hypothetical language Anglish, which
is just like Inglish, except that nouns and verbs with the meanings 'a lot of . . .' and '. . . a lot' are formed by reduplicating

the noun and verb stems. For example, Anglish contains the
wordsfishfish 'a lot of fish; fish a lot', enfishenfish'act a lot
like a fish', fisherfisher 'a lot of ones who fish', and enfisherenfisher'a lot of ones who act like a fish; act a lot like one who
fishes'. However, no reduplicatedform enters into otherwordformationprocesses; the Anglish vocabularycontains neither
*fishfisher'one who fishes a lot', *enfishfish'act like a lot of
fish', *enfisherfisher'act like a lot of ones who fish', nor *enfishfisher 'ones who act like a lot of fish; act like one who fishes
a lot'. The result of intersectingthe vocabularyof Anglishwith
the regularset (4) results in the set (5), which cannot be generated by a context-free word-formationcomponent.
(4) {(en)mfish(er)n(en)Pfish(er)q
m, n, p, q _ O}
(5) {(en)mfish(er)n(en)mfish(er)n
m, n _ 0 and
Im - nl

1}

The word-formationprocesses used to form the vocabulariesof Inglishand Anglish-suffixation, prefixation,and stem
reduplication-are widely found in attested naturallanguages.
Are there any attested languagesin which they interactas they
do in Inglish or in Anglish? If not, is their absence accidental,
or is it a consequence of some yet-to-be-formulatedprinciples
of word formationthat limit the weak generative capacity of
the word-formationcomponents of the grammarsof natural
languages to that of the class of finite-state or context-free
grammars?
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THE REPRESENTATION OF
CONSONANT LENGTH IN
HEBREW

John J. McCarthy,
Universityof Texas at
Austin

Leben (1980)presentsa stimulatingcontributionto the problem
of segmental quantity cast in terms of a metrical theory of
syllabification,which I will not summarizehere. Justification
for this theory comes from consonant quantity paradoxesinstances of apparentlycontradictorytreatmentof long consonants as single segments and as clusters-in Hausa and Biblical Hebrew.' In this squib, I will offer an alternativetheory
of quantity which, while incorporatingmany of Leben's insights, constitutesjust one aspect of the broaderprosodic theory of morphologyof McCarthy(1979b;to appear).An analysis
of the BiblicalHebrew data(hereafter,TiberianHebrewor TH)
illustratesthis proposal. A treatmentof the Hausa facts under
the same theory can be found in Halle and Vergnaud(1980;in
preparation).
The basic propertiesof the prosodic theory as appliedto
the characteristicmorphologyof the Semitic languagesare as
follows. Verbaland nominalmorphologicalcategoriesstipulate
prosodic templates, composed of the archisegmentsC and V,
which give the canonical pattern of each form. Melodies on
separateautosegmentaltiers makeup the consonantalroots and
affixes and the vowel patternsthat are typicalof a languagelike
TH. The regularuniversal autosegmentalconventions for association of Clements and Ford (1979), augmentedby a few
language-particularrules, effect a mappingbetween consonantal melodies and C positions of the template and between
vocalic melodies and V positions of the template. Under this
theory, the representationof a TH form like dibber 'he said'
will be roughlyas given in (1):
(1) Vocalic Melody
ProsodicTemplate
ConsonantalRoot Melody

i
CVCCVVC
db r

The majorproblemin TH consonantquantityconcernsthe
proper formulationof a rule regularlyspirantizingoral stops
l Leben's (1980)Hebrewevidence is drawnfrom Sampson(1973)
and Barkai(1974).

